Scavenger Hunt Rules & Answers

Each team is given a list of places riddles that correspond to places or things on campus. The object of the game is to solve the riddle, locate the special place and earn points. The team with the most points wins.

- Teams MUST stay together.
- Teams MUST stay on campus.
- No sabotaging, lying, cheating or copying other’s work.
- Riddles can be solved in any order.
- Teams have until 7:50pm at which time they are to head to the MAQ.

In your colored group, break into teams of 8-10. Each smaller group will be led by an orientation leader that will keep score.

A. POINTS: 1
During the school year, on special days, we visit this place to watch spectacular plays.

B. POINTS: 2
In a place where souls find their light, Prayers soar, taking flight. With stained glass so divine, Faith’s whispers intertwine, A sanctuary, sacred and bright.

C. POINTS: 5
A furry friend, living the dream. Colket and Bast I live between. Paws that softly tread the ground, Whiskers twitching, curious and profound.

D. POINTS: 3
Find this bush outside of a dorm Where our mascot has taken form

E. POINTS: 5
In a sunny plot where greens sprout, Nature’s bounty grows without a doubt. Chickens strut with pride and glee, Pecking, scratching, happy as can be.

F. POINTS: 4
On a hill close to main street A stone rodent known for its feet Can bring fear but in times cheer It’s where our visitors sleep.

G. POINTS: 3
Beneath the vault’s secure embrace, Accounts and transactions once took their place. Now it’s all about the history, It’s not much of a mystery.

H. POINTS: 2
Step on me End of your luck Always go around Legend has it

I. POINTS: 1
Are you getting hungry? What will you do? Go to the nearest dining hall, That will serve you.

J. POINTS: 2
$50 is yours to spend Get your papers here Where you get them, it depends If one doesn’t work then have no fear

K. POINTS: 2
I stand 10 feet tall Made of cement I’m covered in layers of paint I advertise the upcoming event

L. POINTS: 3
I’m smaller than the Rock, but just as tough Give me a quick kick before your next test You want to score higher than the rest!

M. POINTS: 4
In the center of campus, on the first floor This office has your academic score On the porch are chairs that rock Here you can say “hi” to President Shushok
N. POINTS: 5
For those that want to improve their grade.
Sign up online for a date and time.
Don’t be afraid.
Students helping students
Is where differences are made.

O. POINTS: 1
Cough, sneeze, sniffle and hot
Schedule an appointment, put on a mask
Anxious, depressed or overwhelmed a lot
Reach out for our help, just ask!

P. POINTS: 3
Looking over the track
A bronzed priest
With sections at his back
Overlooked to say the least

Q. POINTS: 2
The mail will come
Through thick and thin
Take a look
Where the letters come in

R. POINTS: 1
How many sources do I need?
Turning pages until my fingers bleed.
See me if you need a journal or book.
We can help you take a look.

S. POINTS: 2
Twenty-four seven
We are here to keep the peace
And in case you can’t find your keys

T. POINTS: 2
Purposed to help
Lay out your plans
Any path you want
Choose with a helping hand
Enter the Fowler house

U. POINTS: 4
Stay active when you aren’t in class
We go on hikes that will burn your @$@$$
Step outside to play a game in the sun
Our mission is to have fun!

V. POINTS: 3
300 spots
Black, Flat, covered in lines
Coming, Going, Stay
Far up a hill

W. POINTS: 3
Up in the air
Feet so high
When I lean back
I feel like I can fly

X. POINTS: 1
In a place where colors collide,
Masterpieces you can't hide.
Brushes dance, canvases sing,
Artistic wonders it does bring,
A haven where creativity's pride.

Y. POINTS: 3
Black, Flat, covered in lines
Coming, Going, Stay
Far up a hill